Navigator

Project Administration

The Navigator is a Project browser giving you an overview of the Projects you can access and offers access to all data contained in it, the so-called Objects (see Figure 1). The Navigator is by default part of several perspectives like for instance the Project and User Administration and can be opened in all perspectives.

To open the Navigator, you can choose "Tools > Show View > Navigator" in the menu bar or click in the tool bar (see Figure 2).

In the Navigator all Projects you can access are listed, the publicly available TextGrid Repository is shown below, represented by 
. Projects in TextGrid context are symbolized by and can be compared to drives or directories for which the Project Manager can give access rights to TextGrid users (see Figure 3). The effects and the assignment of roles and their related access rights will be expatiated upon in the tutorial "User Administration".

By clicking the symbol in front of a Project you can expand the Project to be shown the Objects contained in it (see Figure 4). By clicking the symbol you can collapse the Project. By clicking in the tool bar of the Navigator you can collapse all Projects (see Figure 5).

In TextGrid, data like XML Documents or images is stored in Objects (see Figure 6). These Objects can be compared to files in the broadest sense and will be expatiated upon in the tutorial “Objects”.

More tutorials and further information can be found on the TextGrid website (www.textgrid.de).

Please note: In earlier Windows versions pluses and minuses are shown instead of arrows.
Figure 1: Navigator as View of the Project/User Administration

Figure 2: Open Navigator
Figure 3: Projects in the Navigator

Figure 4: Expand a Project
Figure 5: Collapse all Projects

Figure 6: Objects in the Navigator